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A career designed for decommissioning?
Submarines
–
–
–
–

assembled the reactors
refuelled the reactors
built and operated the newest facilities to refit the reactors
supported strengthening the Nuclear Safety culture

Dounreay
– taking nuclear reactors apart and putting them in boxes
“No periods of steady state operations – never a moment’s rest”
I am honoured to be here to speak with you and have the
opportunity to share some of what I have learnt.
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UK Nuclear Reactor landscape

• Dounreay – Fast Breeder & Research
reactors; Decommissioning
• Magnox – Gas Cooled & Research reactors;
Decommissioning
• Sellafield – Gas Cooled reactors &
Reprocessing ; Decommissioning and
operations
• EDF – Gas Cooled reactors; Operations
• EDF / Horizon / NuGen / CGN - PWR & BWR;
New Build
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UK decommissioning - Dounreay
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Decommissioning to complete circa 2033
• Immediate D&D, not safe-store
• Fast Breeder Reactors x2 (NaK coolant)
• Materials Test Reactor
• Active material handling cells
• Fuel Reprocessing plant
• Intermediate Level Waste shaft recovery
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• Waste handling and storage

UK decommissioning - Magnox
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Decommissioning to complete circa 2028 (ready for
70 year safe-store)
• Gas Cooled reactor sites x 10 (22 reactors – 1 site
defuelling)
• Test reactor and research sites x 2
• Bunker waste retrieval
• Pond emptying
• Land Remediation
• Interim waste storage facilities
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• Transition sites into care and maintenance

UK decommissioning - Sellafield

Decommissioning to complete circa 2160
• WAGR - complete
• Calder Hall GCR - decommissioning
• Windscale piles - decommissioning
• Legacy Ponds and Silos - decommissioning
• Fuel reprocessing - operational
• Fuel storage - operational
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UK Nuclear landscape – New Build

•

NuGen
Moorside

Horizon
• Wylfa

•
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EDF
Hinkley C

•

CGN
Bradwell
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The Decommissioning Mission
Dounreay’s mission statement captures this as well as any

“To responsibly deliver the Interim End State within the target cost
and time and support the transition of our people

“Responsibly” encompasses nuclear safety, industrial safety, environmental safety and
security
There are two focal points associated with this mission:

1. start by identify the main nuclear safety hazards and prioritise their removal
2. end with all the hazardous material safely put into storage containers
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Decommissioning Excellence
Decommissioning is different, it requires “The Decommissioning mind-set”
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People
• People are the No 1 contributor to nuclear safety during decommissioning
• We change all their reference points when we decommission their facility
• Personal value is eroded - “Where does my job fit in the big picture…?”
• Change becomes constant; few repetitive operations
• Less people on-site
• New people on-site; new skills needed; innovation desired
• Physical landscape changes
• Increased focus on project progress, time and cost
• Family become concerned about worker
• Workers become concerned about their future
• The community becomes worried about its infrastructure; schools etc
• If the workforce are not busy, focused and valued they become demotivated – and that
is when people start to make frequent mistakes; their mind simply is not on the job
• It’s like the “Grief Cycle”
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People
• We have recognised that our people will go through this; it is natural and they need to
be guided and supported throughout.

• Decommissioning can de seen as:
• The end of an old career with the certainty of no prospects
• The beginning of a new career with uncertainty and potential
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UK Nuclear Skills landscape
Single voice to
Government

Government
Policies

Nuclear Skills
Strategy Group

Existing Plans
which align

National Skills Programme,
planning and delivery2

Risks and
Future
Demand (LMI)

Employers

CITB
SAG
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Univerities

NCfN
CoNE

YGN
WiN

Colleges

Dalton Institute
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UK Nuclear Skills landscape - International
• The UK Nuclear Skills Strategy Group is increasingly being seen as representing ‘best
practice’ internationally and we have been invited to share our approach to a number
of international audiences including: UK-France Civil Nuclear Seminar – Joint Ministerial Summit to identify areas of
common priority around nuclear skills

 Japanese Electric Power Information Centre – UK visit to share best practice on skills
development
 Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) – NSSG approaches to Subject Matter Expertise
development recognised
 International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Presentation to developing countries on
workforce development
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Plant / Process
• Decommissioning best practice is largely independent of the reactor type

• It’s not a nuclear reactor when the fuel is out – so defuel ASAP
• This reduces the risk substantially and allows stakeholders to think differently
• Operators
• Regulators
• Safety case
• Processes and procedures
• But the risk is not zero; we must still manage
• Active liquors
• Bunker waste and any other potentially mobile waste forms
• Degradation of assets
• Asbestos
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Plant / Process
• Maintenance
• Must still maintain the highest standards – for key safety plant
• Take a critical look at maintenance requirements and reduce the maintenance
burden as soon as reasonably practicable
• Processes often become very complex over time
• Processes designed for steady state power operation are often ill suited to the rapidly
changing decommissioning environment
• Processes need to be appropriate for the risk involved – and continually evolve as the
risk reduces
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Summary
• The UK has completed a number of large decommissioning projects in the last 2
decades

• The UK is now decommissioning the remainder of it’s shut down nuclear reactor sites
• The UK has learned that Decommissioning presents opportunities to manage Nuclear
Safety differently
• Safety is ultimately about our people; how we guide them and how we give them the
skills they need to face a different, but exciting Decommissioning future

There is a lot of experience in the UK – and it is increasing day by day as we deliver a large,
complex country-wide decommissioning programme.

I personally feel a very strong connection to the world wide Nuclear Community and am
grateful for this opportunity to share my experience – and excited by the prospect of what
17
I17can learn from you in the future.

Thank You
감사합니다 Kamsahamnida
ありがとうございます Arigato goazaimasu
谢谢 xiè xie
Danke schön!
Merci!
 شكراShukran
Kiitos
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